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Abstract 

~ this paper we propose an unfold/fold transformation system for Constraint 
Log1c Pr.ograms. The framework is inspired by the one of Ta.maki and Sato for 

pure logtc ~rograms 1.18]. The use of CLP permits a more concise definition 
for the folcling operat1on. We provide conrutions for applying the system in a 

modul~ way .. un~er these ~~nditions the &ystem is correct WTt a semantics (n
semantlcs) which 1s composJtJOnal WTt the union of programs. As corollaries we 

also pr~ve the correctness of the non-modular system wrt. the answer constraint 

semantJcs ~d the ]east model semantics. Finally, we show how these results 
can be applied to t.he logic programming case. 

1 Introduction 

As shown by a number of applications, program transformation is a powerful method

ology for ~rogram development. In this field, the unfold/fold transformation rules 

were .first rntroduced. by Bur~tall and Darlington [5] for transforming clear, simple 

fuoctJOnal programs rnto equ1valent, more efficient ones, and then adapted to logic 

programs both for program synthesis and for program specialization and optimization 

~oon later,. Tamaki and Sato !18] proposed an elegant framework for the transforma~ 
twn of log~c programs based ' on unfold/fold rules. Their system was proved to be 

cor~ect wrt th~ least ~erbrand model semantics [18] and the computed answer substi
tutiOn ~emant1cs {14]. The system was then extended to logic programs with negation 
and sen ous research effort has been devoted to proving its correctness wrt the · 

t . ·1 bl r varwus 
seman ICS ava~ a e 10r normal programs. 

The aim of this paper is to present an unfold/fold transformation "y11t~rn for CLP 
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II1111Cd on [18). The full use of CLP allows us to give new applicability conditions 

lor the folding operation which are more concise and simple than the ones in the 

lll crature, in particular the use of substitutions is avoided. 
We also introduce a definition of modular transformation sequence, which is o~ 

lltined by adding to the standard definition some new simple applicability conditions. 
This allows us to transform separate parts of programs independently, and then to 

f ombine the results of transformation while preserving the original meaning of the 

program. This kind of modulari~ is particularly r~levant from a practical point of 

viow. Even if the program is not completely specified in all its components, we would 

orten like to perform some transformations on it without affecting its original mean
Ing. Such a possibility supports an incremental development of programs, according 

Lo a well established software-engineering technique. Each time a new part of program 

l11 added, instead of transforming the whole program from scratch, we can compose 

the transformed version of the new piece of program with the transformed version of 

the old one. 
Our system is proved to be correct wrt a generalization of the 0-semantics {14]) 

for constraint logic programs. There are two main reasons that lead us to the choice 
of such a semantics. 

First, it is a declarative semantics which generalizes both the least model semantics 
!12] and the answer constraint semantics [9]. As a corollary, we can then prove the 

correctness of the system wrt these semantics as well, and this applies also to the 

standard (non-modular) system. 
Secondly, the 0-semantics is compositional wrt the union of programs, that is, 

the semantics of a program can be obtained from the semantics its subprograms, 

or modules1 • As such, the 0-semantics provides a natural reference semantics for 

a modular transformation system: the correctness of the system wrt this semantics 

ensu.re us that we can safely recompose the results of separate transformations of 

modules. 
Recently, an extension of the Tama.ki-Sato method to CLP programs has also been 

proposed by Bensaou and Guessarian [2], in Section 6 we compare it to the one defined 

}Jere. Another related work is the one of Maher [17], which considers transformations 

of deductive databases (with constraints, and allowing negation in the bodies of the 
clauses), and refers to the perfect model semantics. The main difference between this 

paper and l17)lles in the presence of negation (which is not allowed here) and the fact 

that the definition of folding used in !17) is rather restrictive, in particular it Jacks the 

possibility of introducing recursion. This kind of folding bas also been investigated in 

111, 3J. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the preliminaries on CLP 

programs and the definition of the program composition we consider. Section 3 pro

vides the definition of (modular) transformation sequences for CLP. In Section 4 we 

give the dennition of 0-semantics and we prove the correctness of the transformation. 

The system is then compared with Tamaki-Sato's for pure logic program in Section 

5. Finally, Section 6 concludes by comparing our results to those contained in !2] . All 

1Thie kind of compoeitionAlity I~ ~lao called OR-c:ompositionallty or u-compoeltionallty. 
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the proofs can be found in [7] . 

2 Preliminaries: CLP programs 

The Constraint Logic Programming paradigm CLP(X) (CLP for short) has been pro

p~sed by JaJiar and Lassez [12] in order to integrate a generic computational mecha

msm b~ed on constraint~ in the l?gic programming framework. Such an integration 

results ~n a framew.ork wbtcb preserves the existence of equivalent operational, model· 

theoretic and fix~omt semantics. Indeed, as discussed in [17], most of the results which 

hold for pure logtc programs can be lifted to CLP in a quite straightforward way. 

The reader .is assumed to be f~iliar with the terminology and the main r"Csultl 

on the sema.nt1cs of (constraint) logic programs. In this subsection we introduce 

some notat~ons we will use in the following. Lloyd's book and the survey by Apt 

[16, 1] ~rov1d~ the necessary background material for logic programming theory. For 

constraJ.Dt logtc programs we refer to the original paper [12] by Jaffar and Lassez and 
to the recent survey [13) by Jaffar and Maher. 1 

The CL~ framework was originally defined using a many-sorted first order lan

guage. In th1s paper, to keep the notation simple, we consider a one sorted language 

(the extension of our results to the the many sorted case is immediate). 

"'!e assume programs defined on a signature with predicates where the set of 

pred~cate symbols, denoted by II, is partitioned into two disjoint sets: lie (containing 

predtcate symbols used for constraints) which contains also the equality symbol "=" 
a.nd lib (containing symbols for user definable predicates). ' 

We find convenient to use the notation 3_x ¢from [13] to denote the existential 

closu~e of :he for:nul.a ¢ except for the variables X which remain unquantified. The 

no~att<:ns ~ and X will de.note a t~ple of terms and of distinct variables respectively, 

whtle B will denote a (fimte, poss1bly empty) conjunction of atoms. The connectives 

"," and 0 will often be used instead of "A"to denote conjunction. 

~ P_rimitive constraint is an atomic formula p(t1 , . . • , tn) where p E lie. A con

stramt 1s a first order formula built using primitive constraints2. A CLP rule is denoted 

by H +- c 0 B~ , ... , Bn. whe~ cis a constraint, H (the head) and BIJ . .. , Bn (the 

body) are atOlDJC formulas Which use predicate symbols from nb only. Analogously a 

goal (or query) is denoted by c 0 B1 , ••• , Bn. 

The semantics of CLP programs is based on the notion of structure V which .,..; 
an interpretation for the constraints. e..ves 

. Given ~ structu_re V and a constraints c, V I= c denotes that ¢ is true under the 

mterpretat10~ prov1ded by V. Moreover if .0 is a valuation (i.e. a mapping of variables 

on the d_om~n D), and V I= cf! holds, then{) is called a 'D-solution of c (c.O denotes 
the apphcat10n of .0 to the vanables in c). 

2
In t he original formulation ((12)) a constraint was defined as a conjunction of atoms. w ~ 11 

here the more general definition given in [13), since our result& do not need &Uch a restrlctio: . 
0 

ow 
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W(· refer to the mentioned papers for the basic notions and results concerning the 

••u1n uUcs of CLP. Here we just recall that there exists ([12]) the least V-model of a 

I" "K'Ilm P and this is considered the standard semantics of P. As for the operational 

ttii Hit•l of CLP, it is obtained from SLD resolution by simply substituting V-solvability 

'''' unlfi ability. More precisely, a derivation step for a goal G : eo 0 B11 ... , Bn in the 

1• 1111\lf~m P results in a goal of the form c1 0 B1 , ... , B&-1, B, B,+l, . . . , Bn if B, is the 

11 111111 selected by the selection rule and there exists a clause in P renamed apart (i.e. 

with 110 variables in com.mon with G) H: -c 0 B such that c1 : (C<l A (B, =H) A c) 

'" 'l'>· llatisfiable, that is, 'D I= 3 c1 .' Here and in the following, given the atoms A, H, 
w• wt·ite A = Has a shortha.nd for: 

a1 = t1 A .•. A an = tn , if, for some predicate symbol p and natural n, A = 
rr(u., . .. , an) and H = p (t1, ... ,tn), 

• false , otherwise. 
111lll r; notation readily extends to conjunctions of literals. 

Tbe notion of derivat ion (in the progtam P ) of a goal G, from a goal G is the usual 

""" and in the following is will be denoted by G ~ G,. A derivation is succusjul if 

II Ill finite and its last element is a goal of the form (c D). In this case, 3-vor(G) cis 

en lied the answer constraint 3 • Finally, we need a definition. 

I lf•flnition 2.1 Let ch : A 1 +- c1 0 B 1 and cl2 : A2 +- C2 0 B2 be two clauses. We 

write 
clt ~ cl2 

Iff for any i, j E [1, 2] a.nd for any V-solution .0 of Ci there exists an V-solution "'( of c; 

rmcb that A,.O = An and fJ,.o a.nd Bn are equal as multisets. 0 

For the sa.ke of simplicity, we will denote the ~ equivalence class of a clause c by 

c itself. 

2.1 Modular CLP Programs 

Since we are interested in a modular transformation system, first of all we have to 

define precisely the notions of module and composition. A module, called 0-open pr~ 

gram for consistency with the notation used elsewhere, is a program P together with 

a set n containing the symbols of those predicate which are only partially specified 

in P. 

D efinition 2.2 (r2-open program, [4]) Ann-open program (r2-program {or short) 

is a program p together with a set n of predicate symbols. 0 

An 0-program P is then a module which can be be composed with other modules 

which may further specify the predicates in n. A typical practical example can be 

3We follow here the more recent terminology used in (13]. In the original paper ([12]) a derivation 

step was defined by rewriting in parallel all the atoms of the goal. As far as successful derivation ue 

concerned the two formulat ions ace equivalent. Moreover in [12] the answer constraint was considered 

c (without quant ification). 



a logic database whose intensional part (i.e. the rules) is completely known while the extensional one (i.e. the facts) is partially specified and could be incrementally added. The composition that we consider here is simply union, modified in order to take into account the "interface" described by the set 0. 
In tbe following, Pred(E) denotes the set of predicate symbols which appear in the expression E and we say that a predicate p is defined in a program P, if P contains a clause whose head has predicate symbol p. 

Definition 2.3 (0-union, [4)) Let P and Q be O~programs. H(Pred(P}nPred(Q)) ~ 0 then PUn Q is the O~program P U Q. Otherwise PUn Q is not defined. D 
Another notion that we have to establish is the kind of "observational" equivalences among programs that we want to maintain. We consider here the answer constraint notion of observable. This is a natural choice since, as previously mentioned, answers constraints are the stan~ard results of CLP computations. Moreover.· we take into account also the contexts given by Un composition, since these formalize our notion of module. Therefore the following. 

Definition 2.4 (Observational equivalences) Let P1.P2 be 0-open programs, we define 

• P1 ~oc: P2 
iff, for any goal G and for any i, j E [1, 2], if there exists a derivation G ~ e; D. 
then there exists a derivation G ~ c; D . such that 1) I= 3-vor(G) e; +-+ 3 - var(G) Cj 

• P1 ~n P2 
iff for every r!-program Q such that P; Un Q, i E (1, 2] , is defined, we have that P1 Un Q ~oc P2 Un Q. 

D 
So P1 ~cu: P2 if Pt and P2 have the same answer constraints (up to logical equivJence in the structure V}, while P1 ~n P2 iff their answer constraints are the same 1 any Un-context. By taking Q as the empty program we immediately see that · P1 .:::::n P2 then P1 ~oc: P2. In the following, we will call .:=:::n also compositional qui valence. 

Unfold/ fold t ransformations for C LP 
t this section we define an unfold/fold system for CLP programs. The system is in•ired by the one proposed by.Tamaki and Sato (18] for pure logic programs. However, e extension to the context of constraint logic programs requires a generalization of e conditions for the folding operation in (18) which is not straightforward. We beve that the result is worth the effort, as now those applicability conditions can be pressed in a more concise way. 

First, it is worth noticing that all the observable properties we refer to are invariant der ~i this implies that we can always replace any claus_e cl in a program P with 
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tt clause cl' , provided that cl' ~ cl. This operation is often useful to clean up the cunstraints, and, in general, to present the clause in a more readable form. We start from some requirements on the original (i.e. initial) program. 
Oefin.ition 3 .1 (I nitial program) We call a CLP program Po an initial program if lhe following three conditio~ are satisfied: 
(Il} Po is divided into two disjoint sets Po = Pncw U Pord; . . (12} All the predicates which are defined in Pnew occur neither in Pold nor in the bodies of the clauses in Pnc111 • 

D 
The following Example is kept sunple for the sake of clarity. Programs are written in an unspecified CLP(X) language. 

Example 3.2 Let Po be the following 0-program 
member(Element, List) +-

Element is an element of the list List. 
member(El, List) +-List • ( El I _ ] 0 
member (El, List) +-List = ( _ I List2 ] 0 member (El , List2) . 
meet (Path 1, Path2) +-

Pathl and Path2 intersect in a place which satisfy good. 
meet (Pathl, Path2) +- true D 

member(El, Pathl) , member(El, Path2), good(El). 
where n = {good}. So good is only partially specified in Po and its definition , which could involve some arithmetic constraints, can be added later. Moreover we assume that meet is the only new predicate. So Pnew consists of the clause defining meet. D 

The unfolding operation is basic to all the transformation systems, and it consists essentially in applying a resolution step to the unfolded atom in all possible ways. Here its definition is given modulo reordering of the bodies of the clauses, moreover, it is assumed that all the clauses are renamed apart. 

Definition 3.3 (Unfolding} Let cl: A+- c 0 H,k. be a clause of a program P, and {H1 +- c1 0 B1 , . •. , Hn +-c.. 0 Bn} be the set of clauses of P for which c A ct A (H = H;) is V-satisfiable. ForiE (1, n) , let d~ be the clause 

A+- c A e;" (H =Hi) o B;,K 
Then unfolding H in cl in P .consists of substituting d by {d~, . .. , cl~} in P. D 

In this situation we say that cl : A+- c D H, f<. is the unfolded clause, while {H1 +- c1 D B1 , ••• , Hn ..- c,. D Bn} are the unfolding ones. 

Example 3.2 (part 2) By unfolding member(El, Pathl) in the body of the clause defining meet, we obtain P1, which, after cleaning up the constraints is: 
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meet (PathA, PathB) +- PathA • [ Place I _ ) 0 member(Place, PathB) , good(Place). meet (PathA, PathB) +- Path! .. [ _ I PathA • ) 0 member(Place, PathA'), member(Place, PathB), good(Place). 
together with the clauses d.efining predicate member. 0 

In the above example we hav~ C!Jready renamed the variables in order to "prepiU'(I11 the clauses for the next operation: the folding. This operation is often used in ordar to introduce recursion in the new definitions. Unlike unfolding, the folding operation requires some conditions which ensure its correctness also when modularity is not taken into account. Following [18], we define the transformation sequence and thn folding operation in terms of each other. 

Definition 3.4 (Transformation sequence) A transfonnation &equence is a eoquence of programs Po, ... , Pn , n ~ 0, such that Po is an initial program, and each Pi+l , 0 S i < n, is obtained from Pi by unfolding or folding a clause of Pi. Cl 
Here, we also assume the folding and the folded clause to h i( renamed apart, and, as a. notational convenience, that the body of the folded clause had been reordered so that the atoms that are going to be folded are found on its left hand side. 

Definition 3.5 (Folding) Let Po , ... ,Pi, i ~ 0, be a transformation sequence. Let also 
cl : A+- CA 0 f<, J. be a clause in Pi, 
d: D +-CD C1 fl. be a clause in P.u,.,. If f< is an instance of fi and e = { X1 = t 1, •.• , Xm = tm} is a constraint where {x1, ... ,xm} ~ Var(D) and Var(t], ... ,tm) ~ Var(cl), then folding Din cl viae consists of substituting cl with 

cl' : A +- CA A e 0 D, J. 
provided that the following three conditions hold: 
(Fl) "If we unfold D in cl' using d as unfolding clause, tbeiJ we obtaiiJ cl back": 

VI= 3_v,.r(A,j,Ji) CA A e A CD ...,. 3_v,.r(A,j,Ji) CA A (fi = K) 
(F2) "dis the only clause of Pnew that can be used to uiJfold Din cl'": there is no clause b : B +- CB 0 L in Pnew such that b :/; d and CA A e A (D = B) A CB is 1J-satisfiable" 

(F3) "No self-folding is a.llowed": 

(a) either the predicate in A is an old predicate; 
(b) or cl is the result of at least one unfolding in the sequence Po, ... , P1; 0 
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llt•t\', t.he constr.Unt e acts as a bridge between the variables of d and cl. 1 ~undlt.ions Fl and F2 ensure that the folding operation behaves, to some extent, • • tlw inverse of the unfolding one; the underlying idea is that if we unfolded the ~tom 11 lu d' using only clauses from Pnew as unfolding clauses, then we would obtam cl l ~tlt 'k ln this context condition F2 ensures that in Pnew there exists no clause other 11
11111 

tf that can be used as unfolding clatUe. Consequently, the result of such an "1"'''\tion would be the clause: 

A+-cA A' e A (D = D') A e~ Cl H',} 
W lu·rc d' : D' +- c'n 0 H' is an ayproprjate renaming of d. No:W, by t~e standa.rd.iz.atlntl tlpart the variables of CD H,c'D•H' which do not occur 10 D,D, do not occur ' ' 

'd ify c'. 'th 
lltt ywhere else in this clause, so, by explicitating (D = D'}, we can I ent D .!"1 _ ,,

11 
nnd H' with fl . The previous clause becomes _then:_ A +-_cA_A e A CD 0 H,J . . Now by Fl, this can be rewritten as: A+- CA A (H = K) 0 H , J , ~d, ~ecau~e o_f 11

111 ~onstrain (H = K), this is equivalent (modulo ~) to A~ CA A (H = K) 0 K_' J . Now recall that the folding and the folded clause are assumed to. be standar~ nJinrt,, therefo!e ii h~ no variab~es in common with_ t~e r~t of th1s cla~s.e. (that lB, with A, CA., K and!)· Sjnce we also assume that. K IS an mst~n~e of H, 1t follows Lh ~l the constraint H = K can be eliminated, and we have the ongmal cl~us~ ~back. Of course, during a transformation sequence, such an "undo by unfoldmg lB. often 1111
t. possible; this is due to the fact that the folding clause is usually not found 1n the ''rurreot" program. 

. Finally, we should mention that the purpose of F3 is .to avoi.d. the. introductlon of luops which can occur if a clause is folded by itself. This .cond.it1on lB the sa.me one that. is found in Tama.ki-Sato's definition of folding for logtc programs. 

IDxample 3.2 (part 3) We can now fold member.(Place, .PathA'), member(~lace, PathB) , good (Place) in the second clause defimng meet 1n program P1. In this case, Lhe constraint e has to be 

Pathl = PathA' A Path2 = PathB. 
Checlring Fl is a trivial task: its left hand side is: 3Path1, Path2, E.i PathA: [_I PathA') A Pathl-PathA' A Path2=PathB' while its right hand side is 

3Pathl ,Path2,El PathA=[-IPathA'] A El=Place And it is immediate to see how one side reduces to the other one. The resulting program, p
3 after cleaning up the constraints, is: 

meet (Pathl, Patb2) +- Pathl = [ El I - ] Cl member(El, Patb2), good(El). meet (Path1, Path2) ~ Pathl = [ _ I Pathl' ] 0 meet (Pathl', Path2') . 
together with the clauses defining predicate member 

Notice that, because of this last operation, the definition of meet is now recursive. 0 
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3.1 A Modular Transformation system 

We are ~nterested _here in a modular transformation system. Previous conditions on 
the foldmg op:rat10n are sufficient to ensure the correctness of the system wrt the 
~nswer constramt and the least V_-model semantics (as we prove in the next section). 

ov:ever, as shown by the followmg example, if we want to obtain compositionally 
eq~l~ale~t programs, we need to specify some further applicability conditions. Here 
an In t e sequel, we call an atom !l-atom if its predicate symbol is in n . 

Example 3.6 

(i) First, we cannot allow the unfolding of !l-atoms. In fact let Po be the following program , 

p +-q. 
q +-r. 

where !l = {q}. Hwe unfold q in the first clause, we obtain the program P
1

: 

p +-r. 
q +-r. 

Now the two programs are not compositionally equivalent. In fact, if we add the 
program Q = { q} then the query +- p succeeds in Po U Q and fails in p u Q d 
hence Po :fin p 1 . 1 an 

(ii) Se_condly, we cannot let a new predicate to be also an !l-predicate. Let R beth 
followmg program o e 

p +-q. 
r +-q. 

Where n = {p} and Pnew = {p +- q} . Since r is an old atom we can fold in the 
second clause of Po; the resulting program p

1 
is ' q 

p +- q. 
r +-p. 

Again Po :fin !'t· In fact, if we add the program Q = {p} we have that th 
+- r succeeds 1D PI U Q, but fails in Po U Q. e que6 

Therefore the following. 

D efinition 3.7 (Modular ,transformation sequence) Let p
0 

be an !l-program 
and Po, . .. , ~ be a transformation sequence. H 

(01) no !l-atom is unfolded in Po , ..• , Pi and 

(02) no new predicate belongs ton, 

then we call Po, ... , P, a modular transformation sequence. 
0 
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So, n-atoms can only be folded. Notice that this is what happens in the transfor
mation sequence of Example 3.2, which is indeed a modular transformation sequence. 

For n = 0, 01 and 02 are trivially satisfied and we have a standard (non modular) 
unfold/fold system. In fact when !l = 0, compositi~n is allowed only among programs 
which do not share predicate symbols, and, from a semantic point of view, this is 
equivalent to consider no cqmposition at all. 

4 Correctness of the unfold/fold system 
The aim of this section is to show that a modular transformation sequence prese~ 
the compositional equivalence. To .this end, first we introduce a semantics ([10]) 
·for CLP which models answer constraints and which is compositional wrt union of 
programs, then we show that a modular transformation sequence preserves this se
mantics. The desired result follows from the correctness of the semantics wrt the · 
equivalence ::::::n. 

4.1 A compositional semantics for CLP 

The semantics we introduce now is basically a straightforward lifting to the CLP 
case of that one defined in [4] for logic programs, where compositionality wrt union of 
programs is obtained by choosing a semantic domain based on clauses. This semantics 
can also be see.n as a generalization of the answer constraint semantics of [9]. 

Using ~ to abstract from purely syntactic details, we define denotations as follows. 

D efinition 4.1 (!l-Denotations) Let n be a. set of predicate symbols and let C 
be the set of the ~-equivalence classes of the clauses in the given language. The 
interpretation base Co is the set {A+- c 0 B11 ... , Bn E C I Pred(B1 , ... , Bn) ~ !l}. 
An !l-denotation is any subset of Co. 0 

The following is an operational definition of the !l-semantics for CLP. An equiva
lent fixpoint definition can be obtained by using a suitable operator ([10]). 

Definition 4.2 (On{P) semantics, [10]) Let P be an !l-program. Then we define 

On(P) = {p(X) +- c 0 B1, ... , Bn E Cn I there exists a de.rivation 
- p 

true 0 p(X)-+ c 0 Bx, ... , Bn. } 0 

The compositionality of previous semantics wrt Un is proved in [10]. From such a 
result it follows the correctness of the !l-semantics wrt the equivalence ::::::n, as shown 
by the following Corollary of flO]. 

Corollary 4.3 Let P, Q be !l-open programs. H On(P) = On (Q) then P ::::::n Q. 0 

In other words, On(P) contains all the information necessary to model the be
haviour of P, in terms of answer constraints, compositionally wrt union of programs. 
In the particular case n = 0, i.e. when all the predicates are completely defined, On 
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coincides with the answe.r constraint semantics defined in (9]. In this case we have 
that the semantics is not only correct, but also fully abstract wrt ~oe· In fact in (9] 

.it is proven that Oe(P) = Oe(Q) iff P ~oc Q. 

4.2 Correctness r esult 

We can now state the the main result of the paper: the unfold/fold modular trans
formation preserves the On semaD;tics. 

Theorem 4.4 (Correctness) H Po is an 0-program and Po, . .. ,Pn is a modular 
transformation sequence then for any i,j E (0, n), . 

0 

Notice also that, as shown in Examr.le 3.6, conditions 01 and 02 are necessary 
to guarantee the correctness of a. transformation sequence wrt the 0-sema.nt ics. 

From the correctness of the 0-semantics wrt ~n we can derive the compositional 
equivalence of all the programs given by a modular transformation sequencj:!. 

Corollary 4.5 Let Po, Q be n-open programs and P0 , ••• , Pn be a modular trans
formation sequence. H Po Un Q is defined, then for any i , j E (0, n), 

(i} P; Un Q is defined, 

{ii) Pi ~n P; 0 

In particular, we have that, for any program Q, the answer constraint semantics 
and the least V-models (12) of Pi Un Q and P; Un Q coincide. 

Since both the least V-model and the answer constraint semantics can be seen as 
abstractions of then-semantics with 0= 0, Theorem 4.4 implies that these semantics 
are preserved by any transformational sequence (conditions 01, 02 are then trivially 
satisfied). Hence the following. 

Corollary 4.6 Let Po , ... , Pn be a (non-modular) transformation sequence. Then 
for any i,j E (0, n), . ' 

{i) Oe(Pi) = Oe(P;) (the answer constraint semantics of Pi and P; coincide), 

(ii) The least V-models of P;, and P; are equal. o 

5 From CLP to .LP 

Pure logic programming (LP for short) can be seen as a particular instance of the 
constraint logic programming scheme. This is obtained by taking as structure the 
Herbrand universe where "=" is the only predicate symbol for constraints, and it is 
interpreted as identity. . 
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In ~he following first we introduce the unfold/fold transformation system for logic 

1111 •v.aauns proposed by Tamaki and Sato {18}, then, by using a "canonical mapping" 
h II III logic to (pure) CLP programs• , we show that it can be embedded in the one 
wu 11r ·sent.ed in the previous section. This will allow us to show that, under the 
hVJ•othcsis expressed by conditions 01 and 02, the unfold/fold system preserves the 
II n••mnotics for pure logic programs. 

rt , l Unfold/fold transfor.mations for 'LP 
lt'l111t, Jet us consider the unfold operation. Again, we assume that the clause are 
11f 1111fl o.rdized apart. 
1 ,,,nrution 5.1 (Unfolding, in LP) Let cl : A+- H , f<. be a clause of a logic pr<>-
KIIun P, and let {H1 +- Ih , ... , Hn +- Bn} be the set of clauses of P whose heads 
uulfy with H, by mgu's {91 , ... 1 9n}· ForiE (1, n]let cl~ be the clause 

(A+- Bi,i<)9i 
'l'ht·n unfolding H in cl in P consists of substituting cl by {cl~, ... , cl~} in P. 0 

We can now introduce the folding operation. In this context, we adopt'tbe same 
tlt•flnitions of initial program an~ of transformation sequence given for CLP. Again, 
wl' nssume the folding and the folded clause to be renamed apart and (for notational 
1 ,mvenience) that the body of the folded clause has been reordered (as in Definition 
:I.G). 
Definition 5.2 (Folding, in LP, [18)) Let Po, ... , Pi, i ~ 0, be a transformation 
ttcquence. Let also 

c1: A+- f<, j. be a clause in Pi, 
d: D +-H. be a clause in Pne<»· 

Let also V = Var(H)\ Var(D) be the set of local variables of d. If there exists a 
11ubstitution T such that Dom(T) = Var(d) and the following conditions hold: 

(LP1) HT = i<; 
{LP2) For any x, y E V 

• xT is a variable; 
• vr does not appear in A, j , Dr; 
• if x ':/; y then xr ':/; yr; 

(LP3) d is the only clause in Pnew whose head is unifiable with Dr; 

(LP4) one of the following two conditions holds 

1. the predicate in A is an old predicate; 
2. cl is the re5ult of at least one unfolding in the sequence Po , ... , Pi; 

then .folding D in cl {via r) consists of substituting cl with cl' : A+- Dr, J . 0 
4 Pure CLP programs are CLP programs in which the atoms in the clauses, apart fTom constrain I.e, 

are always of the form p(X), where X is A tuple of distinct variables. . 
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5.2 LP VS CLP 

~~ile for the unfold operation it is clear that Definition 5.1 is the counterpart of Defi· 
rut10n 3.3, for the fold operation the similarities are less obvious. In order to compare 
Definitio~s 3.5 and 5.2 we first need to define formally the "canonical" mapping JJ 
from logtc program to pure constraint logic programs. 

Definition 5 .3 Let~d: Po(to) ~ Pt(tl), .. .:.,Pn(tn) be a clause in LP. Then p(d) is 
the CLP clause Po(:z:o) +-- %0 = to·A %1 = t 1 A ... ·Ax = t- D p (• ) p (• ) 

h 
_ _ n n. 1 ... 1, ... , n ... n, 

w ere :z:o , · · · , Xn are tuple of new and distinct variables. D 

By using the correspondence p, we can compare Definition 3.5 with Definition 
5.2: The following theorem shows that if cl' is the result of folding d with d in the 
logtc progr~ P, then we can obtain p(d') by folding JJ(d} with p(d} in p(P,). In 
~th.er words, if~ .and d are such that t~e conditions LPl, LP2, LP3 and LP4 are . 
:;attsfi ed, .and d 18 the result of the foldmg operation, then by translating the whole 
pr~gram mto CLP we end up in a situation in which conditions Fl, F2 and F3 are 
:at~fied. Mor~ver, by appropriately choosing the constraint e, we obtain J.£(d') by 
:olding J.£(d) wtth J.£(d). 1 

rbeorem 5.4 «.Po , ... I Pn is a transformation sequence of logic programs, then 
.L(Po}, · ·., p(Pn) IS a transformation sequence in CLP. D 

Clearly, even though a logic program is itself a CLP program a transformation 
.equence of logic programs cannot be regarded as a transformatio~ sequence of CLP 
1rogr~~· This is due to the fact that the unfold and fold operations for LP use 
ubstttutJOns whereas those for CLP use constraints. This is the reason why we use 
he mapping J.L for proving the correspondence between the two kind of sequences. 

t.3 Semantic Consequences for Logic Programs 

~beorem 5.4 allows us to prove a counterpart of Theorem 4.4 for the LP case 
First we need t~e definition of .t~e original n~semantics for pure logic pr~grams 

1]. It can be obtamed from Defirut10n 4.2 by simply replacing CLP derivations by 
LD derivations: Oo(P-} is now the set 

{{p(X}t9 +-- Bt , · · · ,Bn)/ ~I there exists an SLD~derivation p(X) ~P Bt, ... ,Bn. 
and Pred(Bl ' ... IBn) ~ n }. 

where ~ denotes varianc~ and t9 is the compositions of the mgu's used in the 
erivation p(X) ~P Bt, ... , Bn. Unsurprisingly, this semantics enjoys the same 
mectness pro~ertt~ stated for the CLP case stated in and Corollary 4.3 (see [4]). 
~be sem~tlc equivalence between the original pure logic program p and its CLP 

!rston J.L(!') IS due essenti~y ~o the isomorphism existing between the (lattice struc~ 
ues on) tdempotent substttuttons and equations [15). Because of this isomorphism 
e can then use equivalently idempotent mgu's in SLD derivat:ions or equations in 
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( ' I
1
P derivations. In the first case, the result of the computation is the composition of 

tl11• •ngu's used, restricted to the variables in the goal. In the second the (equivale~t) 
' ""'dt is given by the answer constraint. This is formalized in {19] and (by extending 
1 II•• dofinition of p to the :::--equivalence classes) brings to the following conclusion: 

J.L(Oo(P)) = Oo(J.L(P)) 

Wt• can now prove the correctness of the transformation sequence for logic programs 
wrt the n-semantics. 

Gc:•rollary 5.5 Let Po, ... , Pn be a transformation sequence of pure logic programs 
nurl let n be a set of predicate symbols. If conditions 01 and 02 are satisfied then 

• On(Po) = Oo(Pn)· D 

Analogously to the CLP case, the results summarized in Corollary 4.5 apply also 
tu pure logic programs. Their proof follows directly from the previous Corollary. In 
pa.rticular we have that for any Pi, P, in the transformation sequence anj for any 
program Q, if Po Uo Q is defined, then a generic goal G has the same computed 
nnswer substitutions in P; Uo Q and in P; Uo Q, and the least Herbrand models of 
P, Un Q and P; Uo Q coincide . 

6 Conclusions 

A definition of unfold/fold transformation system for CLP based on {18] has also been 
given by Bensaou and Guessarian in [2), yet there are some substantial differences 
between [2} and our proposal: . 

First, the semantics they refer to is an extension to the CLP case of the C-semanttcs 
([6 8]). Such a semantics characterizes the logical consequences of the program on 
'D-~odels, but does not allow to model answer constraints. For example, the C
semantics identifies the programs {p(X) : -X = a D., p(X) : -X = Y D.} and 
{p(X) : -X = Y D.} which have different answer const.raint for t~e ~oal p(X), 
and consequently are not identified by the answer constramt semantics 1n (9] . 'V!e 
believe that the answer constraints semantics provides a better reference semantics 
for unfold/fold systems, since answer constraints are the most natural properties t~at 
one would like to preserve while transforming programs. Moreover, the C-semanttcs 
can be obtained as an abstraction (upward closure) of the answer constraint semantics. 
As a consequence our correctness result are more general. 

A second relevant difference is due to the fact that modularity is not take into 
account in [2] . . . 

Finally a third point where our approaches depart from each other IS that 1n (2] 
the foldin~ conditions are obtained by a straightforward extension to the CLP case 
of LPI . .. LP4. In this respect, CLP programs are there treated as "extended" logic 
programs. Of course, [2) allows a more unifo:~ treat~~nt of LP ~nd CLP, and, for 
those who know [18}, it provides a more fam11iar defimt1on of foldmg. On the other 
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band, our choice of departing from the notation of [18] leads to a definition of folding 
which is more compact and does not need the use of substitutioJlB. To conclude, the contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. 

· We have defined an unfold/ fold transformation system for CLP based on the 
framework of Tamaki and Sato for logic programs [18]. The use of CLP allows us to 
express the applicability conditions for the folding operation in a more concise and 
elegant way. 

A definition of a modular trailsformation sequence is given by adding to the usual 
defin.ition some further simple applicability conditions. These conditions are shown 
to be necessary and sufficient to guarantee the correctness of the system wrt the 
n -semantics. Since this semantics is compositional wrt the union of programs, thia 
provides a natural theoretical framework for the modular transformation of CLP pro
grams. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of the issue of modularity 
in the context of transformation systems. Moreover, since the fl-semantics is a genet- 
alization of the answer constraint semantics[9] and of the least model semantics [12], 
the correctness of the (normal, non-modular) system wrt those semantics follows as 
a corollary. 

Finally, the relations between transformation sequences for CLP and LP are dis
cussed. By "canonically" mapping into CLP the transformation system for LP pro
posed by Tamaki and Sato [18], we prove that, under the ''modular" conditions 01 
and 02, the fl-semantics is preserved by the transformation system also in the LP 
case. 
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Abstract 

. We extend. a (!ur). Hindley-Milner-typed ~-calcullU with process abstrac

t~o~s and .a:licatao~ m order to get a calculus for the famctional specification 
0

• yniUWc Y evolvmg ~rocess networb. The behaviouz of processea is . e-
cified by process abstract1ons in a pUie}y functional wa · · ~ 

1 

output streams. Process applications lead to the dynA.:::cas mapt•pmg rmput to 
s " d cl . . ~ crea ton o~ proces-

e.s as secon ass atuens". The redirection of streams by "al 
enables th d finif f b. a &pea operator 

e e JOD o ar 1trary topologies. Time-dependent behaviour is 
111 

ported .by. predefined non-functional processes and by "semaphores", which :C 
used Wlthin processes for the synchronization of outputs. 

fj OUI calculus preserves the famctional paradigm and presents a natural model 

or a parallel d~clarative programming language. This is also reflected b ita 

two-level o~e~ahonal semantics which embodies the reduction rnles f th ~--
~-calcullU m 1ts kernel. o e uuy 

Introduction 

During the last years, several attempts have been made to achieve an int t • 
the >.-calculus and concurrent process calculi. Milner [13) showed h t .eg;; Jon :f 

>.-calculus by a process calculus. Other approaches [1 14] extend t~w).o ~!m l ate t e 
to make 1"' cl b" • e ·CHJCU us so as 
. processes ass o ~ects and communication and s nchronizati · · 
ln the style of process calculi like CCS and CSP. Y on expliCit 

A .mo~e pra~tical work with the aim of integrating functional and concurrent ro ram 

nung lS Facile [4J. It also employs synchronized explicit communication and ~C~-lik~ 
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• uualructs (concurrent composition, nondetenninistic choice) to spawn processes. The 

' "'lilting programs exhibit a rather imperative style. 

'1111" 111ni n goal of our approach has been to develop a functional proceu calculua which 

I• 11 rortservative extension of the .\-calculus and may serve as a natural model for a 

l'"'"llel declarative programming language. This requires a clean semantic sepazation 

lultw .. cn processes and functional objects, which means that we do have processes, 

lull IUS "2nd class citizens". Unlike functions or process abatroctiom, processes are 

J•"t operational entities without a functional denotation. 
c 11111lll1unication is implicit - necessarily, because . commanda like "send" and "re

I I' I ve" are incompatible with the functional pazadigm. Our process calculus is suitable 

r ... the specification of determinutic proce.u •yatems {definition of entirely functional 

~tt~tworks), as well as for modelling roncurrent 1ydema, which implies time-dependence 

aucl uondeterm.inism. 
11'he Kahn/MacQu.een model of functional process networks [8] has been our stazting 

amint. It adopts already a "functional nutation" for specifying proeess behaviour, but' 

I• only first order, and thus far weaker than the full lazy >.-calculus. 

In our approach the full expressive power of the .\-calculus becomes available not only 

for the description of internal process evolution, but also for the elegant de.fini.tion of 

Mbilrary process topologies. 

f11 analogy to built-in constants, we use predefined proceue.s, including MERGE, to intro

duce nondeterminism (which will thus be kept out of the purely functional processes). 

' l'he necessity of MERGE for the K&hn/MacQueen model has been known for a long 

~lme as well. Its use obviously destroys the possibility to give the whole network a 

runctional denotation, but operationally it presents no problem, and instead of strug

gling with the anomalies which result from a declarative treatment, we suggest an 

observational semantics as appropriate (as, for example, in CCS (12]). The basis for 

this approach is our operational semantics, which performs local lazy evaluation in 

a similar way as Launchbury [lOJ and uses action&, like "send value on stream" or 

"create process", to model inter-process behaviour. 

2 Process Abstractions and Applications 

An expression of our functional process calculus CFP (Concurrent Functional Proces

ses) is either an expression ofthe typed >.-calculus with some straightforward extensi

ons or a process abstraction (see Fig. 1). As indicated in the introduction, processes 

cannot be objects of the "functional world", but proceu abdroctions, which specify 

p rocess behaviour in a purely functional way, can. 
A process abstraction 

proceu var, ... , var input var, • •• , var output var, ••. 1 var 

body equation . . . equation end 
contains declarations for the input and output dream.s of the process and one defi

ning equation for every output. Moreover, auxiliary definitions are allowed, because 

different outputs often depend on a common sub-expression. This leads to a process 

body containing definitions at least for all the output streams. 
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exp ::== conat I ( conat exp ... exp) 
I var I pvu I avu 
I if exp then exp eue exp 
J .Avar.exp 
I (exp exp) 
I letrec equation ... equation in exp 
I proceu var' .•• I var input var I ••• ' var 

bodll equation ... equation end 
I bypo.u exp 

(constant I constant application) 
(functional! process !semaphore variable) 

(conditional) 
(.A-abstraction) 
(.A-application) 

(loc.al definition) 
output var, ... , var 

I (exp) exp 
I P exp1 exp 1 V exp, exp 

equation ::== var == exp 
I (pvar :](vu, ... ,var) == e%p(exp, •.. ,exp) 
I avar == 1emaphore 

Figure 1: CFP Expressions 

(process abstraction) 
(stream redirection) 

(eager process creation) 
(semaphore operation) 

(functional definition) 
(process application) 

(semaphore definition) 

~brth~rmore, a process can have parameter•, declared after the k I d . 
ls as1cally ..\-abstraction but · eywor proce11. This 
the expressions in the body m:; ;:~ redw~ proce~ abstractions to be combinator•, 
auxiliary definitions and as recursiv~n d ofi Y on t e parameters, the input streams, 

the a_bstraction when it is defined in a~ ~u:~::~~~~~t ~e ~o~ed, the ?ame p of 
that In CFP a process is an independent unit hi h ~ SI e p. ~his ensures 
st-ream connections. w c commurucates exclusively via ita 

The application of process abstractions to act al 
;yntactically in the same way as for ..\-abstractio u pr~cess parameters is expressed 
.nterpretation, which is necessary to avoid hidden: c~urned~ , b~t with quite a dift'erent 
JY means of shared variables. Let el he a roc mmuns~twn.f .between processes, 
>t, then the application (el e2) causes Pl ~o ;ss da~s:~c~on With first parameter 
md a definition Pl = el to be added to the bode e e . o~ el 's parameter list 
1ccurring free ;n e (.f y, pltu defimtton' for all variable1 

• 2 I necessary rename variabl · t 1 . 
·ther local ident ifiers of e ) Th' e ult . es consis ent y to avOid con1licts with 

1 • res 1S a new process b t t• . . 
omplete "graph" fore . •t b d b d a s rae lon cont&rung the :z lD 1 s o y, oun to Pl To be . thi . r el does not depend on an input stream a dit.. hichpreclse, s Is only possible 
V 

, con •on w can be h k d . 
e count this application as a special case of ..\- . . . c ec e statically. 

pplication, by which we mean the construct thatapplicat•on, I? contrast to proceu 
. causes creat10n of a 
.om a process abstraction through binding its streams. new process 

treams, which are modelled by lists will be h t . . 
•a ted objects of basic and algebr6:c' data t yper• Mbd [16), J.e. only finite, fully eva-

. .... ypes can e sent This · 1 d 
·ees, lists (not streams), but not abstractions. . lnc u es numbers, 
:oceu applications are only allowed as special right ha d . d f . 
tg. 1). Exactly this restriction prevents processes from be~ : 7; eq~~ttons (see 
~pressions intended for the input streams of th t ding rs ass Citizens. The 

e c.rea e process are written in a 
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l1111lr rtftrr the (fully "..\-applied") process abstraction. The left hand side of such 
H ttJIIntion is a tuple of variables which receive the output streams of the created 

'''' ' , .. The purpose of the optional label is explained in Section 5. 
• tuuplc (Parallel operation) . The following recursive process abstraction applies 

I • ' Yf'lll operation to a sequence of numbers in a binary tree of processes; e.g. when 
11•1•llrtl to the parameter .\x . ..\y. (x•y) and the stream [1 , n], it computes n!; and when 

" 
11•1•1 rd to the parameter .\x . ..\y. (x+ y) and the stream [1, n], it computes L i. 

I'"' op = proeu1 op 
body res 

end 

low 
high 
mid 
(pl) 
(p2) 

i=l 

input limits output res 
= iflow==high then [low J eZ.e [ op (hd p1) (hd p2)] 
= {hd limits) 
= {hd (tllimits)) 
= (low+ high) / 2 
= (par..op op) ([low, mid]) 
= (par_op op) ([mid+l, high]) 

lu order to calculate the result, a binary tree of processes is generated. However, due 
tit l t~v.y evaluation, this definition fo.ils to achieve the desired parallelism. Tiiis will be 
II IJ )It~ioed in detail in Section 5, where we will introduce a vital mechanism to make 
h work. 0 

3 Communication and Termination 

'l'he connection transmitting a stream of values is called a channe~ and the interface 
hrtween a channel and a process an (input or output) port, or inportfoutport . Thus, 
" port associates a local stream variable with a channel. Processes can communicate 
11nly via channels, whic.h behave like unbounded buffers. A channel always connects 
rxnctly one producer to one consumer process, thus data cannot be iniplicitly broad
cASt. Fig. 2 depicts the icon used for processes in graphical network representations. 
When a child process is created , the father gets a new child outport (inport) for each 
parent inport (outport) of the child. So at the time of its creation, the child has 
pnrent ports only. 
While in sequential functional programs there is always demand for the evaluation 
of one expression, which drives the computation, there is simultaneous demand for 
all output streams of a CFP process. Notice that every process must have at least 
one output, otherwise it could not do relevant work. Still, the demand for output 
sheams does not depend on the consumer's request. A computation step consists of 
the (fair) choice of an outport and a reduction of the expression currently bound to 
the associated stream variable. Computation done for auxiliary definitions is shared 
by all outputs. Fully evaluated stream objects are transferred into the channel buffer. 
When a process needs the contents of an input stream, this causes a t ransfer of data 
from the buffer. If it is empty, computation for the chosen output stream cannot 
proceed. If the inport does not even exist yet (thus it is a child port), the demand 
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The set of in ports and outports of a proee. 
is divided into two subsets: parent and clail4 
input/ output ports. The parent ports corre
spond to the ones declared in the process abo 
straetion as input or output streams, whereu 
child ports are formed when a new process il 
created through the evaluation of a proees1 
application. We reserve one corner of the 
process icon for parent inports (PI), parent 
outports {PO), child inports (CI), and child 
outports (CO), respectively. 

Figure 2: Input and Output. Ports of a Process 

for its data leads to the creation of the corresponding child process, i .e. the proc:ea· application with the input variable on the left hand side is evaluated. 
Streams are basieally lists, and likewise, they are closed by []("nil"). When a process produces [] on an output stream, the corresponding outpprt is deleted from its set of outports. (The channel buffer remains.) An outport is also eliminated when its consumer terminates: further work on this stream would be wasted. We assume that terminating processes (implicitly) send a signal back on their incoming channels, which are then removed from the. system. 
A process terminates when it has no more outports (i.e. it h~ no more work to do). So termination is, like communication, implicit. 

4 Stream Redirection 
A crucial shortcoming ofthe calculus fragment introduced so far, resulting from "one at a time" process creation, is that it allows only tree-shaped networks. In order to overcome it, we introduce a new expression bypau e, where e must evaluate to a (parent or child) input variable. This expression is allowed solely as the definition of a (parent or child) output tJariable. 
The meaning of the bypau construct is just to connect the inport directly with the outport, thus •hart-circuiting both channels, which fuse to a channel connecting t.he producer of the former inport and the consumer of the former outport. {At the moment ofits creation, a process need not know its "true" communication partners. Connections are alway• established first between father and child, and redirected later.) Both channels must . have been previously unused, i .e. no data may have been received or produced, resp.; this can be checked easily at run time for inports, and at compile time for outports. The short-circuited ports are removed from the inport/outport sets of the bypa.uing process. 
Figures 3 and 4 indicate how the bypa66 ope~ator solves the problem of defining ·arbitrary networks: by re1tructuring the creation topology (a tree) to reflect the desired 
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. . le any process Pt in the tree can communicate """in•tmication topology. In pnnc:p • t th .e-st common ancestor of Pt and h P if the stream ts sent up 0 · e lU " with llDY ot er, 2• All the nodes in between have to serve as "relar• ,., , Po, and then down to p2· . ul t th data. Using bypa••· this pseudo-link "'hlrh do not really consume or maru~ a e. e ''"I wren Pt and p2 is turned into a direct link. . 

Figure 3: Communication in a Tree 

. . hi h b ,, is applied (dotted/solid arrows Ji'ig. 4 illustrates the three vanants lD w e ypadi t • child input to a parent f! /aft b •)· Case (a) (re tee mg a C'orrespond to be ore er ypa• · d R . (b) is used dually between Po outport) is u·sed at all nodes between Pt an o, case 
n.nd P2i process Po applies ~e (e). . ·r a parent inpod and a parent outport) There is still a last alternatave thort.-~c~ ~~emember that the redirecting process whjch may seem useless at a. st. Slg k u d that redirection is dynamic, so the ma have other ports on which lt wor s, an . . str:am might have been processed in a different Sltuatton. . 

. b t hi h rder process abstractions for parallel One of the big advantages of CFP lS tb ad fig edr-o hich when applied, build a certain • (" 1e 1 t n~" (3]) can e e ne w , . elin programm.mg • e. e ~ . ' d •th the given concrete functions. A simple pap e topology of the desue. saze ani Wld .b the dynamic construction of a pipeline of 1 · · in Fagure 5 t esen es h · eli ske eton lS gaven . . ·v~n list of functions to an input stream. Eac plp ne processes for applyan~· a Sl f f li t to the input stream. The last process process maps & functaon of the u~t lO;h s other processes pass the modified input in the pipeline yields the final res . d beypass the result ellannel of the predecessor sbeam to the successor (son) process an 
(father) process. 

E 1 t • · n vs Eager Process Creation 5 Lazy va ua 10 • 

. wish for lazy evaluation within processes, i .e. &I-A fUither problem anses from ~ur .f d d only as far as needed, and they should guments should be evaluated o y J nee e ' 
not b e evaluated more than once. 



(a} PO:= CI 
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(b) CO::: PI 

0. 
rQhaJ 

(c) CO:= CI 

Figure 4: The bypcu1 Construct 

H . 
I 

owever, smce everything is "demand d . , . . nven , solS proceu creat1on' Up t child ~rocesses are only created when there is demand for their output . But ?/ow, lS not created until its results are t all d d . . 1 a process desired parallelism, which is based: ~h/n:;~o e 'f ~e .will often fail to achieve the we want parallelism in time, demand driven crea~:n o~~; lome work a.hea.d. ~e~e space, leading to diltributed •equentialit1J. Ld us reconsidec:':~: .. ;~all~tnbutt;n ~ example of Section 2: Since the argu.ments to 'o ' are val t d opera on there will be no demand for 'p2' until the result fro~ the ~rst u~ed from le~t to ri~ht, (in 'pl '}; therefore the second child process is created only :n pthroctess ~ ~nved the fust! 
· er e ernunatton of We need a way to override Juiness namely the abilit t tion. Our solution comprises two elements: y o express eager proceu crea-

pipe proceu f~nctionJist input nums output results 
body results = if (isempty (tl functionlist)) 

end 

then (map {hd functionJist) nums) 
el1e ( bJipall son...results) {son...results) = (pipe (tl functionJist)) 
(map (hd functionlist) nums) = M.,\l. if (isempty 1) then [J 

map 

el1e [(f (hd 1)) / (map f (tl I))] 

Figure 5: A Pipeline Skeleton 
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• A proceu t~ariable (beginning with the special character t) can appear as a label on the left hand side of a process application (see Fig. 1). 
• A new kind of expression (et )e2 is introduced, where e2 can be of any type and e l must evaluate to a lilt of proceu name1. A process name arises from a label when the corresponding process application is evaluated. 

'11hr difference between a label and a process name is that a label can induce many 111 11r.t'sS names, because the same process application can be used to create a number 11f processes (e.g., ifit is part of a recursion). This is why we cannot do without letrecs In our language: We need the concept of a local 1cope to produce many instances of au object. 
'l'hr meaning of (e1)e2 is the following: Evaluate e1 to normal form, i.e. until we get ., list of process names; then continue by evaluating e2 , whose value is the value of tho overall expression. By evaluating e1 all the associated processes are created, and tltn corresponding process names are pr':>duced. When process names are obtained, · wl1ich are already contained in the list, this will have no effect, because thls means tlmt these processes were started before, and they will not be started again. lllxample (Parallel operation, correct version). Both child processes are ~eated eaKnrly: 

6 

par..op = proceu op 
body res 

input limits output res 

end 

low 
high 
mid 
lcl : (pl) 
lc2: (p2) 

= iflow==hlgh then [low) 
elle (( lcl,lc2]) [op (hd pl) {hd p2)) = hd limits 

= hd (tllimits) 
= (low+ high)/ 2 
= (par_op op) ([low, mid]) 
= (par_op op) ((mid+l, high)) 

Modelling Time Dependent Systems 

0 

Section 5 completed the introduction of the CFP constructs which are necessary to describe purely functional (thus deterministic) process systems. However, a typical "concunent system" shows a rather imperative behaviour, composed of temporally ordered actions. It is possible, (a) to te.tt inputs for available data, and (b) to produce data on outputs after certain other events. 
(a) leads to value nondetermini1m: Since transmission times may vary, the value of an expression that depends on a tested input can vary as well. (b) in the absence of (a) just leads to temporal orderi~g in addition to what is induced by data dependences. So far we are unable to express both (a) and (b) in CFP: Neither can the availability of data be t ested, nor is it possible to postpone the sending of a value that does not depend on any more unevaluated expressions. 

The best illustration of such behaviour is the task of modelling a ltorage cell. The cell should wait for new values from a writer and for requests from a reader; in 
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response, it should update its contents or send it to the reader. The cell cannot be modelled functionally, because it would have to commit itself to attend either to the value or to the request input, and the correct choice is unpredictable. - But the reader cannot be modelled either, because the intended discipline is that it sendJ a request if and only if it needs the contents of the cell. Since the request stream will be something llle 'Req:Req:R.eq:· · ·' (which can be evaluated immediately), and a process is eager on every output, requests will be output as soon as the reader iJ started. Synchronization cannot be achieved by introducing some additional data dependence, because the output will still dritJe the computation. What is needed iJ control in the other direction; otherwise we cannot describe such subordinate outputs. 

Non-Functional Processes 
The commonly used method for introducing the necessary noudeterminism, a non-, functional (fair) stream merge operator merge, contradicts our wish to keep a deazi" separation between the functional and the concurrent domain. Therefore we do not allow such an operator, but only a complete proceu MERGE, which receives two streams and produces a single output stream. 

1 Indeed, we extend the CFP syntax not only by MERGE, but by a whole family of predefined proceu symbols - which are just a special type of constants. In analogy to built-in functions, their semantics is given by an interpretation. It must propedy interact with the system, e.g., when a stream is redirected or deactivated. An obvious restriction is that such processes can have no parameters, because these convey functional values. 
Using MERGE, SPLIT (which divides a single stream nondeterministieally into two streams) and SilK (which reads all values from its single input and forgets them) , unreliable communication media. can b e defined in a simple manner. Fig. 6 gives definitions and pictures for two media which can change the order of data or duplicate data, resp. (we use special icons for the pred,efined processes). Note that 'mediuml' terminates after it has created the MERGE and the SPLIT. Stream 'm' in 'medium2' is duplicated through occurring twice in the body, but only part of it comes back to be re-merged; the other output of SPLIT is lost in SilK. 

Synchronizing Outputs with Semaphores 
Everything a process does results from the d emand for an output stream. So synchronhation of arbitrary events within one process boils down to synchronization of outputs (or vice versa). In contraposition to Section 5, where excessive laziness was conquered by creating artificial demand at such points of time, now excessive eagerness (of outputs) has to be conquered by restraining demand. We introduce therefore 

• a new kind of equation svar = •emaphore, which defines a semaphore (with the same scope as for normal identifiers); 
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tuedium1 = proce" medium2 = procu• 
input d.in output cLout 
body d..out = m 

input <Lin output d..out 
body d_out == bypau hd s1 

(m) = MERGE ( bypcu• d..in, 
bypo.u hd {tl sl)} 

(m) =MERGE (bypo.11 d..in, 
bypo.u hd al) 

(sl) = SPLIT ( bypo.u m) 
end 

(al) = SPLIT (m) 
() =SilK ( bypo.u hd {tl al)} 

end 

··r.;~· 

Figure 6: Example Processes "Unreliable Media" 

. p p exp and V exp exp, where the first exp must evaluate to 
• express10ns ex , • a semaphore and the second exp can be of any type. 

. d ffi begin with the character '$'. A sema-
Tbe convention is that s~maphore 1 en.•t. ers. teget or to a queue of outports. To . al bound etthet to a posl lVe ln 

th t 
phore lS ways . val t d to a semaphore. Now assume a evaluate p et,e2. or V et,e2, firsWht et lspe u~ e al ated and the semaphore value is 

__ , f . aphore en e,,e lS ev u ed 
the YlSJue o e, lS a sem . . th ut ort which lead to p e,' e is append positive, it is decremented. dO~~er~se.' ; :uf not be served until it is dequeued by to the semaphore queue an oc e '~~ 1 V e is evaluated and the semaphore'• a V. The expre~sion red~c~s to e. t d e~th::,:nse the first outport in the queue is 

· mpty 1ts value 1S 1ncremen e . • queue lS e ' d fr th queue Then the expression reduces to e. 
unblocked and remove om e . 

ell w simply be modelled by 
Example (Storage cell). The ~eader of a sto;:egeu:til e:::: value is to be read from blocking the request stream uSIDg a sematphh ' t channel coming from the reader 11 A e process merges e reques the storage ce . merg . fr th •ter and produces a single input channel for 
and the write channel conung om e wn 
the storage cell. 
The reader process is specified as follows: 

reader = proceu 
body 

end 

. t cell m· output request, result •• • 1npu - , • • · 
Sreq 
request 
result 

= semaphore 
= p Sreq, {"Req" I request] 
= . . . V$req, (hd cell-in) • · · 
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Note that semaphores are fully integrated into the functional world. They pro'riclt 
for synchronization of "concurrent threads" within a single process, in contrut &I 
synchro1lUation between processes, which is accomplished by message passing. 
7 Sketch of the Operational Semantics The operational semantics of CFP consists of two descriptive levels: the local behavl• 

our of processes, and the global behaviour of process networks. The local behaviour 
of a single functional process describes its own evolution within the whole system, 
and is modelled as a transition relation on the set n of process states, which may alto 
cause a global action: · 

' t- c n x (n x ...tct). Neglecting non-functional processes (which are integrated using their private state , 
spaces and transition relations), n is given by n :=Input. X Outpw X De!•. where • Input. := 'Power•et( Var x Strm1 x {free, u•ed}} contains sets of inport det

ctiptors. 

Var denotes the set of variables and Strms is the set of channel identifiers. The 
tag free [tued] indicates that the stream can[not] be bypassed. • Outpuu := 'Power•et( Var x Strm1 x {ready, blocked}) contains sets of outport 
descriptors. 
The tag is used for semaphore handling. 

• Defs := { def• : Var u PVar U SVar --Comp} contains environments of pro
cesses. 

PVar and Svar are the sets of process and semaphore variables, respectively. 
Comp contains partially evaluated expressions. 

Processes interact with the global system via actions out of the set Act, while the 
system may influence process states by subsequent reactions out of the set ReAct. 
The global behaviour of a program is described as a transition relation F=c E x E 
on the set of global configurations E. A configuration is a labelled process graph 
('P,S,.,,.tau,buf!}, where 

• the set of vertices 'P contains process identifiers labelled with the corresponding 
process state via the mapping .tate : 'P - n. 

• the set of edges S ~ Strms contains stream (channel) identifiers which are 
labelled with the eouesponding buffer contents by the mapping IJuf! : S -+ 
Val. Where Val contains semantic val11es, including list structures and channel 

identifiers. 

• the function ., : S -+ 'P x 'P defines the connections within the process graph. 
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h · of Processes 
•rhe Local Be avlour 

od bieh · · 't process b y, .., 
. ed b the equattons tn l s . lify 

l ll"~hnvioUJ of proe~es is de~erDllnpone!t of its process state. In order to ;m~ona 
• , .. ,ltrdded in the envuonxnenu:matesleft band side tuples in process app ca 
'' ru\hrdding, a preprocessor e n 

. ,.,.l"c.ing 

) _ R.H S with n + 1 equatiolll l:z:: (:z:t, ... , :z:,. - -l:z n l:z: = RHS,zt = t:z:.l, ... ,:z:~- .. 
; · · g functions 

" tlrf• E De/a we define a dere~.erenc:m 

{ 

def•"(y) • def•(:z:) = y E ID(de/•) • de/•+(:z:) := de/•(def••(:z:)), 
tlll/,·(:z:) = :z: , def•(:z:) 'I. ID(def•) 

. . fi left hand side variables. 
. to the deflning exptes510DS 

0~ • d fined by 

'" •l~t~phfy the access .,~. .,..rf to en envu'Onment u e 
· f ression "''"'' rt.lr-

'l~hfl r.loaure o an ezp 

) f ( )) :z: +- clc~~t•(de/•(:z:,.)) • 
clc~et•(e) :=e{zto-clclcJ•(de I Zl • ... , " 

llh { :z: ... :z:,.} = {ree(e) n iD(def•)· d fi 't' of the transition relation on process 

• l• ' ·ve the formal e ru IOn 
Nuw we are prepared to g1 • 

. t\1\les: 
t- C D x (D x Act) 

deiinitions. Let 1f = (in•, ouu, def~)· 
We concentrate on the key 

f 't t ut channels. The
. the evaluation o I s ou p 

Th task of a process lS edi tely i.e 
•r(lrtnination. e . t ts terminates imm a • . 
trfore, a process without actiVe ou por 

• if outs= 0, then '7C 1- (7C, terminate). 
. tion of a process to the system. 

• te" announces tenruna 
'fhe action "termma 

t if the evaluation of this outport 
• orts A process closes an outpor ' b some semaphore variable. In 

Closmg outp 1i •t or if all outports are blocked y d finally terminates. The 

yields the empty s . all t orts step by step an ) h e 

Lhe latter ease the pro.cess closes . to~ ro the system by the action (close, •• I w er 
t ort lS eommUllle& e t 

closing of an ou p . d tifier of the closed outpor . 
IIi is the global ehannelt en 

d ) out.. and deja+(y) = n • If (y, '• rea y E 
} - 0 and (y, '• blocked) E ouu if {(y ' . (r-tag}) E ouh I (r-tag} = ready -

• 01 1 .. 

then: 1ft- ((ins, outs\ {(y, '• ready)~ad)j~y~)}: ~~~~;:J{y) and e.=: ~e/&(:z:) . The 
In the following, let out = ~y, •.::h ~to be evaluated is nondeteriiUrustie. 
choice of the output channe • w 
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Bypassing chllllnels. An input channel of 
not been used. This is indicated by the ta foe process ~ only be bypassed, if it hu 
If the output channel y is defined b th g e ?r u.sed lD the channel descriptor. 
de'• • (z') - z wh ( Y e expression e == bypau z or e - J..~ ' " 

1 ' - , ere z ' t · . - "IIJ'UII z , 
to the output channel .,' T••hi( ag)) E ans, the Input channel z has to be bypa .. ed 

.,. s means that both h 1 di 
process state and an action (bvn ) . c anne s sappear from the local 
th . "rass,•, '• ts used to comm . t h 
. e envuonment of the process. If the in ut cb uruca e t e bypassing &o 
15 no longer possible and the in ut p ~~el has alre~y been used, bypaninl 
channel. The silent action Tis p ch.annel IS Internally redirected to the output 

c~~urucated to the environment. 

• If (z, '•• free) E in1 then 1r f- ((' \ {( · 
an• z, •• ,free)}, out.\ {out}, def•fyf .l.J), 

(bypass,,, •.)). 

Passing a value via llll outport Whe 
yields a value this _, . . . • . never the evaluation of an output ch• .. -eJ 

' YcuUe lS wntten mto the . di ......... 
passed via the channel to the inport of th correspon ng o~tport in order to be 
by send actions which comm . t :no er process. Semantically this is modelled 

, uruca e t e produced value to the environment. 

• If e == [etle2J A cl def• ( el) == 11 E Val, then: 

"'1- (in•, out., def• [z ffvl z1, z' /e2J[yfz1), (send, v
1 
•)), 

where z' E Var is a new variable whi h . . 
further evaluation of y. ' c lS Introduced to ensure sharing of the 

Local evaluations d ti d b are e ne Y a recursive function 

eval : Var X Def• X Input•- - Def• X Inpuu x Act 

vhich incorporates the reduction rules of A al I 

onment. It models lazy evaluation. The ov:r culus for ~he ~o~fication of the en vi
or the evaluation of the output streams t all alev~uatJOn Is dnven by the demand 
1 1 • o norm 10rm 
eg ectmg semaphore handl.ing eva/ doesn't . . 

Vhenever eval(z def• in.t) - Cd ' . ' modify the set of outputs. 

'he complete defuutio~ of the f:~:ti~=· I a~,.this means: 1r 1- ((in•', out•, def•'), a). 
iscuss only the most .interesting e&ses. eva 15 out of the scope of this paper. We 

eta reduction. If the out port y is defined b an . . 
:ta reduction is performed. Sharin of the ar y applicatton of a A-abstraction, a 
' the introduction of a new equati!n. p ameter of the A-abstraction is ensured 

• If e == (et e,) ·A (et == Ay.e' V et == z E Var A def•+(z) == Ay.e'), then 

e-val(z, in•, def•) == (def,[zfe'[yt- z1 z'/e J . ) 
I 2 1 ln61 T t 

where z' E Var be new. 
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'' • • "'lnction of process applications. Process abstractions may have formal 
IIUt ll lt~ra, whlch have to be substituted by actual parameters, before the process 

~lltpdllln can be used for the creation of a process. In principal, this substitution 
tllltl ll In the same way as the substitution of >.-abstracted variables. But it must 

• flll l lll'r d tbat process abstractions remain closed expressiollS, i.e. the only variables 
~I• h ftrc allowed in the process body are the input and output variables, rem&i-

111• 111 nress parameters and locally defined variables. Therefore an actual parameter 
IIU ~' ~•Iun must be closed with respect to the cuuent environment, before it il aub

ltllu t11d for the formal process p~rameter in the process body. This complicates the 
••ft nHion of process parameter su'bstitution. 

• Jf c == (et e,) A (et == tp V e1 == z E Var A def•+(z) = 'I') with 
'I' = proceu Pr1 •••• , p9 ~pu« f11 1 ... , Sir ou«pu« Zt, ••• , z . , 

body • Wt == bt · · • Wt == b, end 
then eval(z, in•, de/•) == (def•[z/~p1, in1, T), 

where vl = proceu P21 ... , Pt inpu.« Yt, ... ,Jir output Zt, ... , z. 
body Wt == bt · • · w; = bt w~ == b~ · • · w~ == b~ end, 

and the new part of the environment e = { w~ == b~, . . . , w~ == b~} is.$lefined as 
follows: 

Let X be the least subset of Var U PVar U SVar with free(e2) ~X and 
z E X=> free(disablePS(def•(z))) ~ X, where 4disablePS' is a ~ction on 
Comp which replaces all definitions (evaluated or nol) of process and sema
phore variables in an expression by l.. Process and semaphore variables of the 
father process have no meaning for the child, so they are rendered ineffective by 
'disablePS'. 

Let X n ~ •.. . ,p,, Wt, . . . , We, 1/1, • • • , y,., Zt, ••• I z,} = {zt, . . . ' Zm} 
and z~, ... , z!n be new so that <8 :::: (zt .._ z~, ... , Zm .._ z!n] preserves the 
variable classes. 

Then e := ~ = e,-8} u{z = disablePS(def•(z)) I z E X}-8. 

Process creation is initiated, when a process application is evaluated. A create 
action is generated to ask the environment to generate the new process and to extend 
the inputs and outputs of the father process by the descriptors of t.he new inports 
~tnd outports to the chilcl process. New variables for the outports are inclu~ed in the 
create message in order to provide the environment with the information necessary 
to perform a correct extension of the father's outputs. 

• If e == e'(et, ... , ~)A (e' == 1p V e' == z E Var A def$+(z) == cp) with cp E CPEzp, 
where CPEzp is the set of non-functional process identifiers or parameterless 

process abstractiollS, 

then eval(z, in•, def•) = (def•[zt/et 1 • •• , Zrfe,.], in•, (create,~p, z, Zt .. • z,. )), 
where Zt1 ... ,zr E Var are new. 



Requesting values fro • 
request action that info m mport~. The evaluation of an in 

from the buffer f th rms the envnonrnent that the put channel caulfll 

o e channel connected to th . process wants to read a 
e mport. 

• If (z, "•• (tag)) E in8 and d.~ ( ) . e,, z Js undefined ( · 
no mput value available), thea 

eval(z, in6 , def•) _(d.~ . 

It is expected that th .' 

- e,.,, 'n•, (request, "•• z). 

v fr e corresponding r f 
om the butrer associated with • to eacth Ion of the environment transmits a ·-• 

z e process body. l'a.aUI 

Actions. "" ~o sum up, the followi • . 
ng &etJons are produced b th 

Y e processes: 

Act := { terrnin t ( I 
a e, c ose • ·) ( d 

(request,.,i,z), (c;e~~e ::n ,v,)•i),l(bypass,•i,•;), 
v E Val . ,.,,p,z•, T 

' •., •; E StrTn4, z E Var p E PV. 
' ar, z• E Var•, 'P E CPEzp} 

7.2 The Global Behav· , -

The global beh . lour of Process Networks 

I: X I: on s &VIour of process networks is defined 
a h ystem configurations. Actions by the transition relation F= 

gr P s lead to globalreconfigurations f th caused by processes within the ~ 
Let u = ('P S o e process system. proceq 

D ' '.,., •tate, 'buff) E I: d p 
.ependi.ng on the process action ~~ E ~ with •tate(P) = 7r and f--

discuss only three t . a) a e folloWlDg transition t 7r (lr', a). 
yptc cases. s eps are possible. We 

Moving a ·-1 • 
Y<uue mto a chan I b 

outport, a send-action a- ( ne uffer. If a process sends a 

behaves as follows· - send, v, •) commllD.icates this event t th value along an 
. o e syste.m, which 

• u F= ('P, S, .,., •tate[Pilr'], buff[•l'buff(•) . v)J). 

Bypassing. A process which b . 

:iuces an action a = (bypass • YP&sses) an :"IPUt channel to an output ch el 

' co, •trom 'which causes the foll . gl ann ' pro-

• Let (P P) _ ( OWlDg obal transition: 

from, - 'Y 6 /rom) and (P, Pco) = ""(• ) Th 
u i==( 'P·S\ ' to· en: 

' {.teo}, 'Y[•col.l, •tromi(P..._ p, )] 
•tate[P'tr n I pd Jn.om, to 1 

I ' .&co u ate(•tate(~) (b 
'he function Updat • n I Y}>8SS, .I tot 6Jrom))] , bufl[•tol .l] ). 

e · X ReAct -+ ll 
r~cess states. In the case of the b pr.ocesses reactions of the st 

.hich has been elimi t d b ypass reactton, it replaces th t ~ e~ on the 

na e y the bypass, by the stream id t• efi s _ream •denhfier •col 
en 1 er "from· 

• """ cr•Jotion is the most interesting event, which causes the extension of the 

I JIIOcess graph. When a process activates a child process, the action a = 
1•11 •p, "'• :z1 · · · Zr) with !p = proce•• input Yt 1 ••• 1 Yr output Zt 1 • •• , z, 

body w1 = bt · · · w, = b, end 

l""'ll nted. The system will now create a new process node, which is connected to 

tiiHII' }J via the newly created input/output channels of the child process. 

• l.nt P be a new process identifier and •i,, ... , 8> .. • •;,, ••. ,•;. be new stream 

ltiNltifiers. Then: 

1'1 I ('PU{P},SU{•i,, .......... ; ••... , .. ;.}l.,.[•;.f(P,P), •;./(P,P)], 
buff[•;./£, •;. I£], •tate'), 

where •tate' := 61.ate[Pfr', P(i] with 

1r
11 := update( r t (create, z, Z:J ... :Z:r t •• 1 ........ •; •••• 8j.)) and 

~ := (in•, out., def•) with in• = {(Yt, .li1 ,free), ... , (Yr , ••. ,free)}, 

out.= {(zx, •;,, ready), .. . , (z, •;. , ready)}, 

def• = [wtfbt. . .. , w,lb,J. 

'l'hn effect of the update-function in case of the create-reaction is the back communi

n ,Uvn of the global stream identifiers for the child out ports and inports of the father 

l111iCes5. 

' l'his concludes the sketch of the operational semantics. Further details will be con

llllned in the full version of this paper. 

8 Summary 

FP, as an integration of the Hindley-Milner-typed ~-calculus with the Kahn I 
Ml\cQueen model of parallel computation, is a functional process calculus , suitable 

ror Functional parallel programming: 

• Closed process abstractions describe functional units of parallel computation. 

• Hyperstrict, algebraic-type streams provide efficient communication. 

• Explicit process applications create dynamically evolving process networks. 

• Processes as second class citizens secure dean differentiation of semantic 

objects. 

• Implicit sending and receiving retains internally true functional program

ming. 

• Stream redirection operator enables description of arbitrary topologies. 

• Eager process creation offers functional scheduling during lazy evaluation. 

and Programming o{ time-dependent concurrent systems: 

• Non-functional processes constitute sources o£ nondeterminism . 

• Especially, MERGE allows simultaneous waiting on several inputs. 

• Process-local semaphores control relative computation order of outputs. 
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Resumen 
l!n csta comunicaci6n JnSCPWl'IOS Ull modelo de gesti6a del paralelismo AND indepelldienle 

coojunt.amente con el paralelismo OR total en ~ogramas 16gioos. Nos centttmos en la desaipci6n 

de Ia Rtd de Procesos y Soluciooes (RPS) que es Ia esouclllra utili:ud.a por los jX'OCCSOS AND pen 

rc~ttsenl.aC a las soluciooes parciales que reciben de los {XOCCSOIS OR suc:esores. E.sla represelllaci6a 

es uno de los probleJTIILS principales que se presenta.n a~aodo se cxplotan s:imult.Aneamenle las des 

fueotes de paral.elismo. La soluci6n que propooemos presenLa algUDas propiedades de in1e~, como 

por eje111'1o Ulla reduoci6n significativa, coo respec:ao a ocros modelos, en el nWnero total de 

prooesos geoerados dunnte Ia evaluac:i6n de una ~eguD(L 

I ntroducci6n 

1\n los ultimos afios se ban desarrollado un gran nlllnero de modelos de evaluaci6n en 

Jlllralclo de programas 16gicos, debido por una parte a las expectat.ivas que ofrecen las 

nrquiLecturas masivamente paralelas, y por otra a las numerosas fuentes de paralelismo 

<IUC proporciona la programaci6n 16gica. de las que las principales son el paralelismo 

AND y el paralelismo OR. Algunos modelos explotan simultaneamente estos dos modos 

(lc paralelismo, por ejemplo los presentados en [4, 6, 9]. El principal inoonvenieote que 

prcsentan es el elevado nlllnero de procesos que se generan, sobre todo en programas 

nltamente no detemlinistas, y la gesti6n del paralelismo AND. As{, en otros modelos en 

aras a la simplificaci6n de los calculos, se opta por restringir de alguoa forma el 

paralelismo. Por ejem.plo en mucbos casos se utiliza el paralelismo AND independiente 

([3, 4, 5, 7, 9]). En otros se utiliza unicamente el paralelismo OR ([2)). Y en algunos se 

sustituye el paralelismo OR por alguna estrategia de backtraking ([7]). 

En esra comnnicaci6n presentamos un modelo que explota el paralelis.mo AND 

indepeodiente, coojuotameote con el paralelismo OR. aderoas de alguoa de las fuentes 

secundarias. En la secci6n 2 describimos e1 modelo abstractO de interpreraci6n que 

coosiste en el reconido del Athol AND/OR asociando un proceso indepeodiente a cada uno 

de sus nodos. Definimos formalmente el modo de coostruir el :irbol e incluimos un 

ejemplo sencillo. En la secci6n 3 describimos el Reticula de F1ujo de DatOs (RFD) que es 

la estructura utilizada para representar la ordenaci6n parcial de los Hterales de una 

pregunta para Ia realizaci6n del paralelismo AND indepeodiente. En Ia secci6o 4 

describimos las redes de berencias multiples que se utilizan para representar las soluciones 

parciaJes de cada predicado. Las secciooes 5 y 6 constituyen Ia parte central de esta 


